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SWISS DARIO COLOGNA CAPTURES THE 2011 TOUR DE SKI
PETTER NORTHUG CLOSES SECOND, LUKAS BAUER THIRD

Italy’s Val di Fiemme crowns the new Tour de Ski king
Cologna beat Northug and former winner Bauer
A great success on the Alpe Cermis with thousands of spectators


The Golden Boy from Switzerland Dario Cologna is the 2011 Tour de Ski winner. 
On the Alpe Cermis today the Swiss skier could not let his fans down as they call him Dario ‘Goldogna’. So Cologna won the closing leg of the Tour, the so called Final Climb, and wore the overall gold medal, exactly as he did in 2009. He clocked 31 minutes, 58.1 seconds and edged Norwegian Petter Northug, who crossed 27.3 seconds behind him. The 2010 Tour de Ski winner Lukas Bauer from Czech Republic came in third, 1:44.1 minutes behind Cologna.
At the start in Lago di Tesero, Cologna had a 1:18 minutes lead over his biggest contender Northug. However, at the bottom of the climb with 5 km already done, the Norwegian reduced the gap and could see Cologna ahead of him. Only 35 seconds separated the Swiss from Northug, who seemed today in really great shape. Behind the first two, a bunch of seven started to fight for the third spot. Among them, Canada’s Devon Kershaw and Alex Harvey, Czech Martin Jaks, France’s Jean Marco Gaillard, Italy’s Roland Clara, Sweden’s Daniel Rickardsson and Curdin Perl from Switzerland, with Bauer a little late in the back. 
Along the steep climb Cologna made up his mind and gained precious seconds on Northug, crossing the 3 km-to-go line with 50 seconds advantage on the tall Norwegian. The red crossed flags then began to swing and the notorious Swiss cow bells to make as much noise as possible. ‘Dario Go’ shouted Cologna’s fans and Dario couldn’t but go, better yet, fly to his second Tour de Ski title. Nortugh did everything he could, and entered the final straight less than 30 seconds behind ‘Goldogna’. 
‘It’s amazing that I won this second Tour de Ski today’, said Cologna with a big smile on his face at the end of today’s race. ‘I was a bit nervous at the beginning, with Northug getting closer and closer, but on the uphill the skis improved and I felt more and more confident.’
While Cologna was celebrating his second Tour de Ski victory, the former Tour winner Lukas Bauer started to show his skills in the back. He had caught up with the chasers and decided that he had to grab the bronze at least. And so it happened. The Czech well remembered the climb from 2010, improved his pace and left behind all the others. Bauer today has been the fastest up the Final Climb, with the impressive time of 30 minutes, 28.3 seconds, followed by Italy’s Roland Clara (31:00.7 minutes), who came in fifth.
Around 22 thousands of people today followed the Tour de Ski final stage live on the side of the track, also enjoying the ‘Tour del Gusto’ event along the climb. The Nordic Ski Fiemme OC once again showed its brilliant organisational skills and tested its team in view of those 2013 World Championships that will be on in only two years time.
Info: www.fiemme2013.com

Results Tour de Ski - Men:

1) Dario Cologna (SUI) 31:58.1; 2) Petter Northug (NOR) 32:25.4; 3) Lukas Bauer (CZE) 33:42.2; 4) Curdin Perl (SUI) 33:56.3; 5) Roland Clara (ITA) 34:04.6; 6) Jean Marc Gaillard (FRA) 34:25.6 ; 7) Devon Kershaw (CAN) 34:29.8 ; 8) Martin Jaks (CZE) 34:38.0 ; 9) Daniel Rickardsson (SWE) 34:58.3 ; 10) Alex Harvey (CAN) 35:07.3




